September 2017

Beccles and Bungay
You said...
Parking issues Ingate and town centre
Beccles/Bungay

We did...

Inspector Liz Casey

27 Fixed Penalty Notices issued. Verbal warnings and advice given to
motorists to prevent obstruction.

Speeding highlighted in Worlingham and St
Georges Road Beccles

SNT Officers conducted speed checks in two locations. Out of 212
vehicles monitored 8 were over the national guidelines the drivers will
receive advisory letters.
Request for monitoring equipment to be installed by SAFECAM team to
establish full extant and pattern involved.

ASB Beccles Quay during a Community Event

SNT communicated with organisers and other agencies to prevent a
re occurrence next year.

Responding to issues in your community
There were 69 reported crimes, for August, compared with 53
for the same period in 2016.
Distraction Burglaries reported to Police in the
Beccles/Worlingham vicinity. There were further reports on the
East Coast of this activity that same day.
Attempt of Outboard thefts from Beccles Quay
Making the community safer
Following the Distraction Burglaries crime prevention information and advice was made available at various community locations in the SNT locality
Promotion of Boat Shield, offering crime prevention advice to boat users to improve security to vessels and outboards.
Responding, along with other emergency services, SNT personnel attended the scene of a house fire in Beccles. Local Officers were in attendance keeping
the scene secure for several days to enable Forensics and Fire investigators to perform their duties. A sad and tragic incident such as this shows the true
value of community spirit.
PCSO's Deborah Green and Gary Wallace attended various community events, including the Antiques Fayre, the Carnival, Harvest Moon Festival offering
public reassurance to well attended events.
PCSO Deborah Green and PCSO Paul Dennington (Lowestoft), with a supporting agency for migrant workers, attended a local employer offering crime
prevention advise with a multi language presentation.

Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB
Following an increase in the theft of Catalytic Converters from vehicles we encourage vehicle owners in the first instance to park in a visible and well lit area.
PCSO Green and PCSO Wallace are investigating means to prevent Catalytic thefts through various marking kits.
Various thefts from the Ellough industrial area has caused frustration and inconvenience for local employers.
SNT have organised extra patrol's of the area. We continue to encourage the public with any information to please report on 101.
SNT continue to work with other agencies to reduce demand and help reduce the risk to our community.

Future events
LETS TALK POLICING
The Police and Crime Commissioner
will be hosting a meeting to discuss
policing on Thursday 14 September
2017 @ 7pm at Beccles Free School
Castle Hill Beccles.
Meet Inspector Casey at the next
locality meeting 7pm. Thursday 21st
September at Carlton Colville
Community Centre.

We continue to remind the public to be secure their pedal cycles, with a substantial lock, as there have been a few bikes stolen from the area.
A reminder that the Police continue to enforce parking restrictions, in the town centre's ,so don't be caught out with a £30 fine.
The refreshed yellow lines and signage in Puddingmoor has contributed to improved parking and less offences during the recent summer months.
Police Constable Dan Morse will be joining the Beccles SNT in September. Dan is an experienced officer having worked on Response and SNT duties.

This SNT covers the following parishes
The wards of Beccles North, Beccles South, Bungay, Wainford
and Worlingham

Beccles Shopwatch meeting
for retailers to discuss and share
information to help prevent future theft.
Meeting to be held at
Beccles Tesco
2:30pm. on Thursday
5th October 2017
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